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It was then that the colorful flames turned into a fire snake, lunging towards 
the Peak Lord, burning his entire body once again. He screamed in horror and 
agony. 

All the members of the Sun Shrine immediately came forth to help him put out 
the fire, but they ended up disappointed. 

The flame was a mixture of true fire of the Sun and Samadhi. If a person were 
to be lit up with this, there was no way to extinguish it. All they could do was 
wait untill the fire burned its victim to the ground. 

However, it was quite fast. Within thirty seconds, the Peak Lord died a horrible 
fate. His body turned into mere ashes. It was just way too brutal. 

Alex was quite surprised as well. ‘This fire is way too strong, what if I 
accidentally hurt someone on our side? It’s like I became a fire-breather or 
something. That went beyond my expectations…’ 

However, he then realized that the fire energy he swallowed was decreasing 
at a rapid pace. Still using the special breathing method, the energy within the 
flames was being absorbed by his organs. He was able to sense newfound 
power within his body. 

Due to the heat, he tried to touch his face to check on himself. Instead, this 
gave the others, and himself, quite a shock. He managed to tear a layer of 
skin down from his forehead. It was dangling in front of his eyes. 

“What the… What’s happening?” 

“I’m shedding?” 

Alex’s hands started shaking. It was just too weird. He didn’t think he’d tear 
the skin off of his entire face. Some of the female members of the Plenilune 
sect even felt like puking after seeing this. Alex then tore the whole thing off 
and threw it to the ground. It was thin, half-transparent, but complete, there 
was a little dust on it as well. 



Despite having a layer of skin torn off, Alex could sense the changes on his 
skin. It was soft and smooth, making him look like he was glowing. 

“Are you… Even human? Could you be a demon?” one of the Peak Lords was 
petrified. 

‘How could humans ever shed like this? Only snakes and other similar beings 
would do so.’ 

Some couldn’t help but make their own guesses. ‘Is Alex a snake demon who 
learned how to shapeshift?’ 

Alex cracked his neck and moved his shoulders slightly, cracking his joints 
loudly. “It won’t be polite if I don’t pay back the favor. You guys fed me some 
flames, so now you get to eat my fists.” 

Alex was literally fired up. The sudden expansion of energy within his body 
was filling up his organs, so he felt the need to move around to release some 
of this energy. 

“Argh!” 

Leaping from the ground, he used his own stamina instead of Instant 
Teleportation. Despite that, he managed to move three times the speed of 
sound, as thunder and lightning surrounded his figure. He wanted to slaughter 
the Peak Lords of the Sun Shrine. 

These people have been murderng the members of the Plenilune sect. They 
even tried using extreme methods to obtain his treasures. Hence, they 
deserved to die a horrible death. 

“Dragon Tusk Punch!” 

“Dragon Tusk Punch!” 

“Another Dragon Tusk Punch!” 

Alex yelled, using the same attack this whole time, not intending to change his 
methods. 

His movements were swift and rapid, each punch landed accordingly. As soon 
as he captured the Peak Lords, he would deliver multiple punches to each of 
them. In just a blink of an eye, he was able to kill off three of them. 



The rest of the Peak Lords shivered with fear after seeing this. 

‘That was way too brutal. Is this his true strength? It’s like he’s some large 
beast!’ 

Donovan seemed to be wavering, wanting to retreat. Alex was just way too 
strong for him, and his current self would most likely die here if they fought. 
Hence, escaping was the only thing he could think of now. However, the silver 
light from the back of the sanctuary shone way too brightly. He knew that 
some kind of rare treasure must have been formed, so he wasn’t willing to 
give up on that yet. 

Whoosh… 

Donovan clenched his teeth and decided to take the risk anyway. He 
assumed that he would be able to escape quickly after snatching the rare 
treasure from the sanctuary. After he became stronger, he would come back 
to defeat Alex. 

‘Oh! And that Xavion Sword as well.’ 

He figured that it was no normal weapon. As he made his decision, Donovan 
let out a roar and rushed in, attempting to take the Xavion Sword with him. 

In actuality, he had miscalculated. just as he was about to take the sword, it 
appeared to have merged with the ground. Not only could he not bring it with 
him, but the force yanked him back, causing him to fall on his butt. 
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‘What?’ 

‘It’s this heavy?’ 

Donovan couldn’t believe this was real at all. With his cultivation level, he 
could at least lift items that weighed tons with his arm. Even if the sword were 
to weigh ten or more tons, it should still move, even just a little. 

Nevertheless, it didn’t budge one bit. 



‘There’s no way. If it really is this heavy, how did Rockefeller use it? Besides, 
if the ground couldn’t withstand such weight, it would’ve already sunk’ 

“What is this?” Donovan was in shock, but he remembered how easy it was 
for Alex to swing it. He refused to believe that Alex’s arm was this much 
stronger than his. Hence, the problem had to be with the sword. 

Taking a good look at the sword, he noticed an ancient word carved on it, the 
word ‘Xavion’. He felt as if his heart was hit by a hammer, it started thumping 
very hard. 

‘Xavion?’ 

‘This is the Xavion Sword?!’ 

‘Oh my god, this is what I call a true treasure! I have to get this.’ 

He was starting to regret that he didn’t take much notice of this sword. That 
was why he was focused on slaughtering the members of the Plenilune sect 
when Alex was being trapped in the tower. 

‘I should’ve taken the sword for myself at the time, but now…’ 

“I refuse to believe that I can’t move it!” 

He then took a golden talisman and slapped it on his body. 

It was a rare Strength Boosting talisman from ancient times. When activated, 
it could increase strength by twofold for a short period of time. If one were to 
have the strength to lift ten tons, they would lift twenty tons in ten minutes. 
One could carry boulders if one wanted to. 

“Argh!!! Rise!” Donovan screamed, putting both hands on the hilt of the sword, 
using all his might to lift it. Two harsh footsteps were imprinted into the 
ground, yet the sword remained on the ground, not moving an inch. Donovan 
refused to accept this and continued trying to use brute force. 

Suddenly, a loud noise came from behind. “Pfft!” 

Donovan’s face flushed red. 

On the other hand, Hermione covered her nose and took two steps back, 
visibly disgusted. “Ugh, how disgusting. You farted in public.” 



Donovan was quite frustrated as well, but he didn’t want to give up. After 
taking another breath, he used all his might once more. 

Pfffft 

However, he let out a louder fart, and his pants were almost ruined by this. 

Serene couldn’t take it anymore, let alone Hermione, who was just a few feet 
away from him. That was because that was clearly a wet fart. They were 
worried that he might crap in his pants if he used too much strength again. 

Hermione started complaining. “Hey, do you have any decency at all? Don’t 
take a dump here at the Plenilune sect! Even if you wanted to, you could just 
use the toilet. Are you trying to kill us with that smell? Why would you sh*t in 
your pants?!” 

Donovan wanted to bang his head to the ground. He had never been more 
humiliated in his entire life. 

Boom! 

Just then, Alex swung his golden punches towards an elderly Peak Lord’s 
forehead. This punch was filled with Ksitigarbha’s divine power, along with the 
strong energy of the Ten-Point Forbidden Spell. His speed had even 
increased to being four times the speed of sound. 

With an attack of such short-range, the Peak Lord couldn’t escape at all. His 
head exploded from the impact right there and then. 

It was extraordinarily gory and terrifying. At this point, seven of the twelve 
Peak Lords were dead, and one was severely injured. 

The Peak Lords of the Sun Shrine weren’t just a bunch of nobodies, after all. 
All of them were Peak Imminent Immortals, yet they were being killed off as if 
they were mere livestock, dying from just one punch. 

All of the members of the Plenilune sect were shivering with fear as well. It 
reminded them about the monk who tried to pretend to be the sect master and 
kidnapped Frostine, torturing her here, every single day. 
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Alex had overheard Donovan’s farting as well, it sounded especially 
disgusting. 

He looked towards the sword with reluctance, since Donovan was still holding 
onto it. He originally intended to take it back using his divine consciousness, 
but since he was reluctant to, he gave up on that. Instead, he brought out 
Athena’s golden spear and lunged over. 

“Donovan, you tried killing both your father and sister. You don’t belong to this 
world, I will punish you in the name of justice!” 

“If you admit your faults, immediately hand me over all your mystical tools, like 
the Five Elements Flag and the storage ring. I might spare your life if you’re 
willing to change.” 

With this, all the members of the Plenilune sect were puzzled. Hermione was 
rolling her eyes as well. 

Alex sounded quite dignified during the first half of his sentence, but his image 
completely shattered as soon as he continued speaking. It was obvious that 
he was just jealous of the mystical tools Donovan had. 

“Dream on!” 

Donovan decided to make his final struggle and tried lifting the sword again. 
Yet he really didn’t have the strength to do so. 

Alex smiled. “Oh, you want the Xavion Sword? Awh, you could’ve just said so, 
I’ll give it to you.” 

Alex gestured towards the sword, making it beam brightly. Since Donovan 
was facing the sword directly, he was able to feel a tremendously powerful 
energy coming from the sword, along with a terrifying gust of malicious Chi. 

He was so scared that he could feel his soul leaving his body, so he didn’t 
dare to hesitate any longer and backed away, bringing out a golden shield to 
protect himself with. 

Clang! 



The blade of the sword slashed right onto the large shield. That was Athena’s 
golden shield in Donovan’s hands. 

Donovan’s purlicues were starting to tear as blood dripped down his arm. The 
shield flew out of his hands right after, yet it didn’t break at all, which surprised 
Alex. 

That was an attack from the Xavion Sword itself, which indicated that Athena’s 
treasures were indeed quite good, strong in defense. 

Alex’s eyes darted away and rushed towards the shield, grabbing it as soon 
as he could. 

“That’s mine now!” 

On the other hand, Donovan didn’t try to take it back, his target was the thing 
in the back of the sanctuary. He then threw an oval shaped thing towards 
Hermione, yet smaller than an egg. After that, it shone a bright light, exploding 
as soon as it fell to the ground. 

‘F*ck, it was a grenade!’ 

However, the explosion was hundred times more powerful than that of normal 
grenades. It caused a deep pit into the ground, even the ten meter tall tree 
nearby broke in half because of this. The trunk fell slowly, crushing all the 
buildings in its way. 

Despite this, the ancient building where Frostine was at wasn’t affected, it 
didn’t even suffer a scarpe. It was as if it was a celestial building, unaffected 
by any explosion in this reality. 

Hermione didn’t die from the explosion as well. She managed to use one of 
her trump cards at the very last moment, it was the Golden Body that Xienna 
gave her. In reality, it was just a strand of hair, sealed with a projection of 
Xienna inside, planted on Hermione’s scalp. With this, she could save herself 
in crucial moments. 

It was obvious that Xienna treated her disciple well, since she gave her three 
strands in total, which meant that Hermione had three surviving chances in 
total. She used one back when she was swallowed by the great Genbu, and 
she used another today. 



Xienna’s figure instantly showed up and took the explosion for her. However, 
the projection instantly vanished after the explosion, since it was so strong 
that it could only block it off. 

Donovan then rushed to the back with great speed. Following that was a loud 
horrifying wail, as Donovan was hit back out, rolling over the ground like a 
bowling ball. His face was completely covered with blood. 
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“Uhm…” Everyone froze. 

Donovan’s actions were quite embarrassing. He was drenched in blood, his 
nose was crooked, and two of his front teeth were also knocked out. He 
looked terrible as if his image of being the first prodigy to emerge in ten 
thousand years was no more. 

Even the members of the Plenilune sect gasped in shock. 

‘What happened back there?’ 

‘Was that cruel man injured that badly?’ 

Just then, a figure slowly walked out of the sanctuary. It was Frostine. Even 
though she had only been away for a few days, she looked like a completely 
different person. Her entire body was radiating with divine glow, her beauty 
even more ethereal and her figure fitter than before. 

She exited through the door. Behind her was a vague image of a Nine-Tail, 
following her closely behind. Her fiery red eyes looked down on everyone. 
Frostine was, in fact, the one who kicked Donovan out. Her powers exceeded 
him. 

Before she received the legacy, her cultivation level was merely Spirit 
Severing. Donovan, on the other hand, was fifth realm to Imminent Immortal. 
The two had such a significant difference in power, yet the tables had turned. 

“Why did you…” Serene seemed upset though Frostine managed to defeat 
Donovan easily. Her eyes were filled with sorrow and disappointment. 



Whenever the Nine-Tails received a legacy, a certain phenomenon would 
occur during the consolidation phase. The more time one took to consolidate, 
the more power they would receive. 

Frostine, however, took only one day to consolidate her powers. 

Serene remembered that back then, she had to use up an entire week. That 
meant that the power Frostine received was just one-seventh of what she 
received then. In conclusion, it meant that the consolidation phase had failed. 

She sighed, knowing that the reason would possibly be because of what 
Frostine had experienced. Her roots have been destroyed due to the cruel 
methods the Yavda monk used to forcefully activate her blood, making her 
end up like this. 

Someone who had their legacy ruined wouldn’t be able to go far, to begin 
with. 

‘How could she become Plenilune Sect master?’ 

‘So this was all for naught!’ 

Alex had no clue about the old lady’s mixed feelings, but he was exhilarated to 
see that Frostine’s injuries had mainly healed up since she showed up with 
such power. 

“Sis, you’re alright?” 

Frostine turned to him with a sweet smile. “Mhm. Thank you, Alex…” 

Alex shook his head as he looked toward Donovan. “Let’s talk after dealing 
with this Sun Shrine guy.” 

After that, he leaped from the ground and attacked with the golden spear 
swiftly. 

This time, Donovan felt like his life was actually flashing before his eyes. 
Frostine had given him quite a concussion, after all, and some of his ribs were 
broken. 

His current powers were very limited. 

‘I’m done for!’ 



‘I, the son of luck, have unexpectedly been defeated time and time again after 
meeting this Rockefeller guy! Looks like I’ll die in his hands today. What a 
pity!’ Donovan thought 

At the very last moment, the jade pendant he wore shattered into pieces as a 
ball of white light dawned upon them. It seemed quite malicious. 

Alex could feel a massive, terrifying presence descending. Chill ran up his 
spine, and goosebumps sprouted all over his body. 

Without hesitation, he backed away the quickest he could, dodging whatever 
that was coming. 

Shing! 

A sword came from the skies, slashing down on Alex’s initial position. 
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It was horrible. The law power was smashed into pieces, and the space 
around the area shook as it formed a void within the cracks. 

Everyone there started backing away, visibly frightened. The space around 
Donovan had turned into a vacuum that encompassed a 500 meter radius. 

Alex clutched his left side. Although he dodged with great speed, he was still 
hurt by that white light. It had almost shot through his intestines, and Neela’s 
scales couldn’t block it either. 

That beam was definitely shining at over ten times the speed of sound. 

‘What was that?’ 

‘How was it that powerful?’ 

Alex was slightly shaken. The sky sword’s power was way overwhelming. It 
was completely out of his hands. Such power only meant that it was stronger 
than an Imminent Immortal. Even the Yadav Akaaran Buddha was no match 
for this. 



Moreover, this light had alarmed the Mystic Maiden in his mind palace. 
Speaking to him via telepathy, she said, “You’re in big trouble!” 

“What trouble?” Alex asked. 

“Just wait!” 

Moments later, Donovan’s body exploded with light that glowed with an 
intense aura, as if a mystical master had descended onto this planet. Within 
the light, a young madame floated. Her eyebrows were raised, seemingly 
enraged. “Who wants to kill my son?” 

A woman, who claimed that Donovan was her son, was standing up for him. 
This meant that the woman was his mother, Dolores Orlando. 

Donovan was puzzled as well, he had never seen this woman before. He had 
never had a mother in his entire life. However, she seemed strong, and she 
popped up out of nowhere just to save him. This was exactly what he needed 
right now, so this was great. 

‘That means… Yet another chance!’ 

‘Who cares who she is! Who cares why she abandoned me! As long as she 
can help, I don’t mind calling her my mom!’ 

“Him!” Seeming quite excited, one of the Peak Lords pointed toward Alex and 
yelled. “He wants to kill our sect master! This man is also extremely arrogant 
and evil! He stole the sect master’s fiance and treasures. He’s our sect 
master’s arch enemy!” 

Upon hearing this, the young madam asked, “Sect master? Isn’t Gabriel 
Simpson the sect master?” 

The Peak Lord replied, “Uhm… The new sect master has already taken over. 
Sect Master Simpson retired.” 

He didn’t dare say that Donovan had murdered Gabriel because he had no 
idea what the young madam’s relation to Gabriel was. 

Alex spoke up. 



“Retired? Bullshit, they literally overthrew him. All of you worked together to 
kill your sect master. Oh, and your little son here was the murderer of his own 
father. Tsk.. tsk…” 

“Don’t spout such nonsense!” snapped Donavan. “Mom, why would I kill Dad? 
He killed him! If it weren’t for him, why would Dad even die?” 

He even called them his parents naturally, not feeling any guilt within his 
heart. To him, it didn’t matter what he had to do, so long it was of help to him. 
He could even grovel at her feet, let alone calling them his parents. 

This was going exactly the way he wanted. The young madam was flattered 
by how Donovan called out to her. Her expression softened as she turned to 
him. “Oh my dear son, you have suffered so much! Normal people couldn’t 
possibly kill their own father, and anyone who could is unique!” 

“My son, Mom knew that you would kill Gabriel someday… And I don’t blame 
you. This is just what we call fate. Once you’ve overcome this obstacle, your 
life would be perfect.” 

This left everyone wide-eyed and mouth agape. 

She then turned to Alex, her eyes becoming tremendously cold. “I don’t care 
who you are, but you’re dead meat if you dare to try and kill my son. I will find 
you, no matter where you run. Everyone here must die. This is a promise from 
me, Dolores Orlando! just you wait. Your death is near.” 

The woman’s aura was immense, growing stronger by the second, making 
everyone want to fall to their knees. However, Alex was quite used to threats 
at this point. He immediately caught on that she couldn’t do anything to him 
right now. No matter how powerful she was, her current appearance was not 
her true form. 

‘F*ck. Why should I be scared of her, then? Even if I die, I’ll die a warrior!’ 

“You old hag. Who are you trying to scare, huh?!” 

“Buzz off now, will you?!” 

Alex lifted the Xavion sword and swung it harshly. 
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The unique Heavenly Sword flew across the sky, headed towards Donovan 
and his mother, before viciously slashing down. 

Boom! 

Ten thousand sword manes smashed down, and the ground cracked open. 
The field behind Plenilune Sect was directly split into a canyon. It was so 
powerful that Donovan and his mother were also submerged in it. However, 
there was no violent resistance as imagined, as if they were a pair of mortals 
who had long since perished wider a single sword. 

However, this really should not be. 

Just a moment ago, that woman was unbeatable, as if she was the mother of 
the three thousand worlds. 

The fierceness of that slash coming in was also not in line with the current 
situation. By the time the dust in the sky fell, the mother and son were 
completely out of sight. 

Did they rim away? 

At this time, a voice surprisingly called out amid the coldness of the woman. 

“Xavion Sword?” 

“I never thought that this legendary Sword of Heaven would appear here.” 

“Human brats. You have successfully angered me. Enjoy your last life. Within 
three days, I will come to take your head, and collect the Xavion Sword.” 

The voice came from high in the sky, but no one was visible. 

After the words were spoken, five divine colors flashed in the sky with a 
human figure in the middle. Quickly, it disappeared. If one did not look 
carefully, one could not see the difference. 

They ran away! 

Hermione breathed a sigh of relief and muttered, “This woman with such a big 
mouth really thinks she is the Western Queen. How annoying.” 



The moment she said that, something unexpected happened. 

The woman’s voice could be heard again. “Very well. A small human ant like 
you dares talk about me behind my back. After three days, I’ll kill you too.” 

Hermione’s jaw dropped, her mouth agape. She never expected that the 
woman hadn’t left. Nonetheless, everyone present was covered by divine 
senses but couldn’t find that person’s presence. 

“Little slave, there is no need to search.” 

“She’s gone.” 

In the mind palace, the Mystic Maiden spoke to Alex. Frowning, Alex asked, 
“The big trouble you were talking about just now. Is she the one?” 

The Mystic Maiden seem ed to be muttering to herself. “I didn’t expect 
Peacock Heavenly King clan to still be in this realm. Little slave, when she 
said she would come to you in three days, she wasn’t just saying that for fun. 
She would really come. I know this clan’s behaviour to the bone.” 

“Peacock Heavenly King?” Alex froze for a moment. 

Alex was thinking about the young woman who spoke about humans. So, was 
she not human? 

“Where is her cultivation level at?” Alex asked. 

“Her cultivation level is still unknown, but killing you will be a breeze. From the 
power of that slash just now, she is at least a great Golden Immortal demon. 
To kill a mortal like you, a finger would suffice.” 

Alex didn’t expect Donovan’s mother to be of such grandiose origins. A 
massive peacock demon she certainly was. On the other hand, Donovan was 
half-human half-demon, or a demon-human in short. 

“Mystic Maiden, I am now under you. You will not see me die without saving 
me, right? You are the Mystic Maiden who can easily kill the Yadav Akaaran 
Buddha. Super goddess, if this little brother is killed, your reputation won’t look 
good, will it?” 

”You are not a little brother, but a little slave.” The Mystic Maiden corrected 
him. 



Alex cursed in his heart for a while. 

Finally, while clenching his teeth, he goaded, “Well, I am the little slave. Now 
the little slave is in trouble, does my white lotus-like female master have any 
advice?” 

When the Mystic Maiden heard Alex complimenting her as a white lotus 
flower, she was overjoyed. “Okay, since you are so good at talking, I will give 
you guidance. One word, run!” 

“And?” 

“Nothing else. Run until she can’t catch up with you.” 
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Alex wanted to vomit blood on the spot. 

‘This is your so-called guidance? I think you are giving me a word puzzle. The 
Mysterious Maiden of Nine Heavens is nonsense. She does things with 
deception and is rather unreliable.’ 

Of course, he did not dare to say these words. 

At this time, seeing that the momentum had gone, the remaining Peak Lords 
of the Sun Shrine immediately ran since Donovan’s mother simply did not 
care about their life or death. 

They did not want to die in the hands of Alex, the devil. 

“Trying to run? Who agrees?” 

Alex was annoyed, inexplicably provoking a great Golden Immortal demon. An 
instantaneous shift blocked the front of a Peak Lord. The Dragon-Tusk Punch, 
with a strong and overbearing fist, swung out fiercely. 

The Peak Lord’s heart jumped, and he hurriedly crossed his arms, his true 
essence pulsating, blocking Alex. 

However, it did not help. 



Alex’s punch was actually accompanied by the sound of a dragon’s groan and 
an elephant’s roar. It directly smashed his arm bones and again forward with a 
punch down, which smashed his chest. The Peak Lord collapsed, bloody and 
gruesome. He seemed to be unable to live any longer. 

On the other side, Frostine also dodged to kill the enemy. She ghosted around 
with her nine tails. Both of her eyes were bloody red. The foxtail that had been 
retracted popped out again. 

There were supernatural power and the Lunar Eclipse Cut. 

Ahead rushed up high. 

Hermione, with the last energy of the strange blood, cut down that Peak Lord 
who had been injured by Alex with a sword. 

At this point, of the twelve Peak Lords, only two remained. The two had long 
been trembling in fear, their legs almost unstable. Regret filled their heart. If 
they had known that this would be the current result, they would not have rob 
Alex’s treasures. 

This was not a robbery. It was simply a way to get killed. 

Poof! 

A man, facing this high risk, directly knelt on the ground in a naked manner 
and bowed very spinelessly, “I surrender. Spare my life. I am willing to 
abandon the darkness and join the Plenilune Sect.” 

“Surrender? Fine, then you kill him!” 

Alex pointed at the last Peak Lord with the golden divine spear in his hand. 

The last one, shivering at the words, hurriedly plunged his entire body to the 
ground and roared, “Big brother, don’t kill me. I, too, am willing to give up the 
darkness and join the light. I am willing to be a cow and a horse for big 
brother. Oh, oh, I am willing to give all my belongings to you, brother. I will 
give you whatever you want. I still have two concubines at home, beautiful as 
flowers…” 

While saying that, he took out a storage ring and put it at Alex’s feet. He also 
took the initiative to remove the soul ban on the ring. 



Alex rolled his eyes. “I’m not a rag collector. What can I do with your 
concubines?” 

As soon as he spoke, he felt a few very harsh gazes from several women 
around him. To liken women to rags and asking what could be done? 

Alex was asking about the purpose of the concubines and not other 
meanings! 

“Haha! I’m just kidding! Come on, look what’s inside this ring?” 

In order to divert everyone’s attention, Alex picked up the ring on the ground. 
He did not even look at it but directly poured and spread it all out on the 
ground. 

Its contents were like a small mountain falling down. Infinite amounts of 
treasures, spiritual stones, spiritual herbs, elixirs, and all kinds of precious 
refitting materials were seen. 

The crowd present was shocked to the core. 

“There is so much. We are going to get rich!” Hermione exclaimed. 

Alex stroked his chin and appeared satisfied. It was only that the things inside 
this one ring were more than what had been turned over in the vault of the 
Plenilune Sect, showing that the Sun Shrine really overflowed with valuable 
items! 

Without saying a word, Frostine directly ran to collect the rings on the corpses 
of the remaining Peak Lords. Including Gabriel’s, there were twelve rings. 
Finally, he looked at the kneeling Peak Lord. “Just your ring is left, won’t you 
give it?” 
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Not willing to give? 

Wouldn‘t that be really looking for death? 



That Peak Lord almost cried and was busy taking out his own storage ring to 
hand it over to Frostine. However, after taking a look at its contents, Frostine 
wasn’t at all happy. 

Frostine also poured out the contents of his ring. Compared to the one next to 
him, he was simply shy in his pocket. There were not many good things. 

Hermione sneered, “You are both Sun Shrine’s Peak Lords. He has so many 
belongings, and yours is only this much. Is it your lack of ability or lack of 
sincerity? Forget it, Master. It’s better to kill him with one punch. It’s a waste of 
air to keep him anyway.” 

Alex nodded his head. 

The Peak Lord hurriedly shouted, “Wait a minute, I… I really only took this 
storage ring when I came out. But I still have it at home. There are many 
more, though. I’ll take you to them! Also, I have the key to the Sun Shrine’s 
treasure vault. As long as you go to the Sun Shrine, all of the things in the 
vault are yours.” 

Alex’s eyes flashed for a moment. He placed prohibitions on the bodies of the 
two Peak Lords successively. 

Afterward, he let Frostine put all the treasures on the ground and back into the 
ring. “Senior sister, I have something to tell you. Forget it, Hermoine, and… 
Madame Coufal. Come over to listen!” 

“Wait!” 

Frostine spoke up and looked at Hermione, “Senior brother, what’s with this 
woman? What is her relationship with you?” 

One had to know that the Yggdrasill family destroyed the Usoro family. 
Countless Usoro clansmen died in the hands of the Plenilune Sect. Hermione 
played a key role, thus, Frostine’s hatred for her ran deep. 

Now Alex was walking with her, and she couldn‘t accept it in any way. 

“Uh, she…” 

“He is my grandmaster!” Hermione hugged Alex’s arm and said proudly, “My 
master is a superior goddess and has had four children with her husband. 



Frostine, I don’ t know how you got entangled with my grandmaster, but I don‘t 
have any wrong thoughts about my grandmaster. My grandmaster will kill you 
if he finds out.” 

Frostine had awakened the bloodline, accepted the inheritance, with her force 
value rocketing up. This was followed by a ghosted nine tails. She now had 
complete confidence to kill Hermione. 

“Your master is your master. It has nothing to do with you!” 

“Let’s settle the feud between our two families at our hands. I’ll duel with you, 
life or death!” 

As Frostine said this, she thought of her father and fellow countrymen’s tragic 
death. Unable to calm down, her chest was filled with killing intent. 

“Stop, stop, stop!” 

Alex hurried to stop. “She is not a member of the Yggdrasill family. She is the 
same as you… She has the Nine-Tails bloodline…” 

Alex briefly said the real identity of Hermione. The key was, behind Hermione, 
stood Xienna, who might have given her something. Frostine and Hermione 
really wanted to fight each other. It was hard to say who would win or lose. 
just based on Xienna’s projection for a brief moment just now, the threat was 
still quite large. Of course, the most important thing now was not these things. 

Rather, Donovan‘s old mother would kill them. 

Alex confided the information that the Mystic Maiden had said to him to each 
person. 

“What? A Peacock Demon at least at Golden Immortal?” Serene was shocked 
at the words. If it were two thousand years ago, she would not be afraid. At 
that time, she had awakened five tails, had five nine-tailed divine abilities and 
had countless heavenly treasures of weaponry with extraordinary power. 

Now, she was not very different from an ordinary old lady. How could she 
have the ability to fight against a great Golden Immortal demon? 
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Hermione couldn’t understand. “Didn’t you say that the rules of heaven and 
earth are missing, and there is no longer a way to break through the 
Immortalization in the world? How could the great Golden Immortal demon 
exist?” 

Serene shook her head, “It cannot be understood in this way. During the end 
of ancient times, the Grand Emperor Rowan broke the six reincarnations at 
the cost of blocking the universe’s rules. The purpose was to stop the 
footsteps of the undying clan. But, the universe, the ancient sacred places, 
superspecies, the prehistoric giant race were all many. There was even 
colossal cultivation of heaven and earth which couldn’t ban the existence of 
the Ten-Point Forbidden Spell! Those species that have existed for an 
unknown number of thousands of years, even from the beginning of the chaos 
of heaven and earth, had an unknown number of divine weapons in their 
hands. Using such divine weapons, they can still advance, but they are 
scarce, and there is no way for ordinary people to obtain them.” 

Alex listened and secretly nodded his head. 

Inside his body, he had the Chaos Tree, and the Chaos Tree would be able to 
create complete law power that could help him cross the Immortalization 
stage. 

Earlier, the people of the Sun Shrine had long ago shouted out that Alex 
possessed the Chaos Tree. Serene was also surprised in her heart, but she 
had not obtained it yet. So naturally, she did not know that the Chaos Tree 
had such benefits. 

Hermione was surprised. “So, as long as you have the divine weapon, we can 
still advance to Immortalization?” 

Serene explained, “But such a divine weapon is legendary. It is very difficult to 
get! Once, there were also big clans in America. In the previous three 
thousand years, I do not know how many experts went around looking, 
digging the ancient land, to find that kind of divine weapon. But, all that came 
to nothing. There were rumors that the deepest part of the Misty Swamp was 
once the center of the ancient times where the gods battle. There were 
countless divine weapons left inside, unfortunately… ” 

“Unfortunately, what happened?” Alex yearned for that place himself. 



This was because the Crazy Crone had come out from there. Dave had also 
been there. 

“That is a cursed land!” 

“Those who go in will surely die!” 

Seeing Serene’s expression, Alex’s heart moved. “Madame Coufal, did you 
also go in there once?” 

Although Serene was still a little bothered by Alex calling her Madame Coufal, 
she didn’t say anything. “I have been there, and it turned out to be like this,” 
she nodded. 

Alex was shocked, “So, rumor has it that two thousand years ago, tens of 
thousands of experts from Pompeii Fairyland entered the Misty Swamp. 
Finally, two and a half people came out, one of which, was you, Madame 
Coufal.” 

Seeing Serene nodding her head, Alex could not help but compliment her. He 
did not expect that she was a great person who ranked alongside Crazy 
Crone. 

However, these remarks also proved the Mystic Maiden correct. Donovan’s 
mother could really be a great Golden Immortal demon or a direct descendant 
of the Peacock King. For such a person to come and kill them, it was 
genuinely terrifying. 

Those present collectively lost their words upon thinking of the terrible 
consequences. 

“Run!” 

Serene said, “She will definitely look for the Plenilune Sect, and when that 
happens, none will be able to escape.” 

“What should the Plenilune Sect do?” Hermione asked. 

Serene replied, “As long as people are alive, the Plenilune Sect will not 
extinguish. From now on, the Plenilune Sect is closed. After breaking up, each 
sect disciple will have to make a living! I hope that one day, the Plenilune Sect 
can also reappear on earth.” 



As she spoke, she looked at Frostine and sighed. Initially, she still had hope 
for Frostine, but unfortunately… 

Alex keenly perceived her gaze, and his heart thumped. 

“Madame Coufal, didn’t my senior sister accept the inheritance? Why look so 
unhappy?” 

Once Serene related the tale, Frostine sighed long and hard. 

“Senior sister, it’s okay,” Alex comforted. “Even if the inheritance is 
incomplete, that’s nothing. We can go look for other opportunities! Madame 
Coufal, you are familiar with this place. If the Golden Core Demon catches up 
with us, where do you think we should run to?” 

“The Dead Zone!” Serene replied. 
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Alex looked deep into Serene’s eyes, making sure that she was not lying to 
deceive herself. 

“Good, let’s go to the Dead Zone!” 

Alex made an immediate decision. The current situation was urgent as the 
great Golden Immortal demon would soon come to chase and kill. A barrel of 
small demons might even be coming along. He could not stay here and wait 
for death. Most importantly, the Mysterious Maiden of Nine Heavens in the 
mind palace was a fake. It would not work after being ruthless once. 
“However, before I go, I have to get to the Sun Shrine to move their treasure 
trove!” 

This was his grandfather’s. Alex dared to burn him with the Fire Tower till his 
hair and eyebrows were singed. The whole body was naked, a really 
humiliating scene. Alex did not grab something to comfort him. Was he still 
Alex? 

“Uh, not right…” 

He slapped his bald head, and a sudden awakening struck him. 



“What’s wrong? What’s not right?” Frostine asked. 

Alex answered, “I forgot one thing.” 

”What is it?” 

“A woman…” 

“I also remember Mica Simpson!” Hermione called up. 

Some had forgotten about the woman completely. Frostine did not see the 
image of Mica being pierced by Alex and did not know that she was still 
pressed in the Fire Tower, but Hermione and Serene both saw it clearly. As 
women, their hearts still skipped a beat when they thought about that scene. 

The two looked at Alex and their expressions became odd. 

“What now, master? If Mica gets pregnant, my master will be unhappy with 
you, right?” 

“Mica? Pregnant?” Frostine’s brow furrowed as she became more and more 
confused. 

Alex hurriedly chipped in. “Don‘t talk nonsense, how can she be pregnant? My 
situation with her is not like that at all.” That being said, Alex still hurriedly 
rushed out. 

As a result, he found… That the person was gone. 

The Fire Tower of the Universe was still there, and the Chaos Bell was still 
inside the Fire Tower. After picking up the Chaos Bell, however, he found that 
there was no one there. 

“No way, where did the person go?” 

“A big change of life!” 

Alex was a little confused, and so were the few women who had rushed here 
after hearing the commotion. Serene called a few people from the sect who 
were around and asked them if they had noticed any movement under the 
Fire Tower. 

No one knew. It was as if the woman inside had disappeared into thin air. 



Immediately afterwards, Gabriel‘s body was discovered to be gone. It had 
vanished without a trace. 

“Donovan is known as the son of luck,” explained Hermione. “There was one 
when he had countless strange encounters. He also brought many benefits to 
the Sun Shrine. I heard that several ancient cave dwelling gods were dug, and 
he obtained countless magic treasures. That’s the reason the Sun Shrine 
grew into the most powerful sect of the Western Ridge in a short period of 
time. Mica’s body must also have remarkable magic treasures. It is also 
possible she used the magic treasures to escape.” 

Alex nodded his head, his heart fired up even more. He must go once to the 
Sun Shrine. 

“Plenilune Sect had a heritage for thousands of years. Now, there is a great 
enemy coming. Unfortunately, no one here can save the day. Now, I declare 
the Plenilune Sect as closed. Everyone hurry to pack up and flee the farther 
the better!” 

“After going out, please remain anonymous temporarily, until one day, when a 
strong person rises, we will meet again,” Serene stood in a high place, leaning 
on her cane, and said loudly. 

After these words were spoken, all the people of the Plenilune Sect were sad. 
Some cried tears of pain, because this was their home, but now they had to 
leave their homeland 

 


